The history of two related strong interaction experiments carried out at the Argonne ZGS accelerator in the mid 1960's is described. These experiments involved the study of the production and decay distributions of ~ +p ~ p+ N for forward production of p, and ~ +p ---+ N* + ~-for backward production of N*. Special emphasis is given to the role played by Kent Terwilliger in conceiving these experiments and bringing them to a successful conclusion. A literature search is carried out to assess the impact of these experiments on the strong interaction physics of the period.
INTRODUCTION
Don Meyer has described several strong interaction experiments that he and Kent and I did during the early 1960's. These experiments dealt with simple two body final states and were studied with a relatively simple spark chamber setup. We collaborated on one final set of strong interaction experiments in the late 60's in which we studied more complicated three body final states with, necessarily, a more complicated apparatus. Specifically, we studied the production and subsequent decay of the p meson and the production of resonant states of the nucleon, N*, in pion proton interactions;
7r-p --~ pN f orward production

7~-p ---, N* Tr backward production.
Each of these reactions was restricted to a very narrow kinematic region for reasons that I'll point out later.
I'll describe the motivation for these experiments and their execution with particular emphasis on the role that Kent played. In doing so I will try to convey to those who were not active in this field during this period, some of the flavor of the ideas behind the experiments and techniques used to do them. My presentation will follow pretty much in the historical order in which events took place.
RHO PRODUCTION PROPOSAL
A. Motivation
My story begins in 1965 with a proposal to the ZGS at Argonne National Lab to study the p production and decay reactions
~v-p --~ p°n, pO ~ r+~v---~ p-p, p-~ ;T-r ° .
I'll describe our interest in these reactions and our method of studying them in some detail. Even though my main focus will be on backward production of N's, the p experiment came first and fixed the apparatus that was available for the N* experiment. We were interested in the p reactions because experience in the early 60's had shown that it might be possible to model them in a fairly principled way. There were two features of observed reactions that led to this hope. 1) A significant fraction of multi particle production takes place through quasi two-body states, or resonances, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 1 for the special case of p production. There, a stable nucleon is produced together with an almost stable p having a fairly well defined mass; the resonant p then decays into two stable pions leading to a three particle final state. 2) The resonant particles are produced nearly in the forward ( or backward ) direction in the center of mass frame as indicated by cos 0* __ 1 in Fig. 1 .
This means that the reacting parti~l~ cles receive only a very small transverse momentum kick during their production and that they have been produced in a grazing, or periph-[:1 eral, collision. In the context of quantum field theory, such a process would correspond to the exchange of a light particle as diagramed in Fig. 2 for p production.
P hi
Fig. 2. Exchange diagram
for p production.
The pion is the natural candidate as the mediator of p production since it is the lightest strongly interacting particle and it satisfies the necessary conservation laws at both vertices. Models involving pion exchange were called OPE for one pion exchange. In these models the square of the four-momentum transfer, A 2 = (pp -p~)2, from the 7r to the p is used to specify the production scattering angle.
Examples of the evidence leading to the OPE model are shown in Fig. 3 on the next page. Fig. 3a shows the distribution in mass of the 7r +, 7r ° produced in the reaction 7r+p ---, 7r+Tr°p at an average beam momentum of 2.6 GeV. In this case, about 40 percent of the final state goes through the p resonance. This result comes from a hydrogen bubble chamber experiment I carried out at the Brookhaven AGS around 1960. Fig. 3b is taken from a 1965 review article 2 by :I. D. Jackson. It shows the angular distribution of produced p+ from the same reaction compared with some theoretical predictions of the OPE model. The curves in this figure are comparisons of the OPE model with experiment and bring me to one of the major reasons for our interest in p production. The straight field theory prediction of the OPE model is the top curve and is in gross disagreement with the data. The lower curves are modifications of the field theory result that were expected to be reasonable based on then current understanding of strong interactions. The solid curve is a prediction of a modification to OPE called the absorption model and was the main point of Jackson's review article. This model recognized that reactions not involving resonance production may be relatively violent ones occurring at small impact parameter. These processes can use up part of the flux at small impact parameter before resonance production can take place. The absorption model altered the low impact parameter part of the OPE amplitude to account for this flux loss, and in doing so, produced a sharper and smaller production differential cross section that could account for the data. I might mention at this point that the absorption model was a natural topic of interest to experimenters at Michigan because some of our theorists, particularly Marc Ross, and later Gordon Kane, had done some of the original work on the subject. The differential cross section of Fig. 3b does not provide a very sensitive test of a particle exchange model. More sensitive are the details of the angular distribution of the products of the decaying resonance. The study of such a decay distribution takes a very large amount of data, much more than typical bubble chambers experiments had been producing at that time. It was our hope that by making use of the triggerable feature of the spark chamber, we could collect a data sample that was much richer in p events than the samples collected with bubble chambers ( at that time, triggered bubble chambers were not yet in use ). These were the considerations that led us to propose the p experiment in 1965.
B. Trigger Scheme and Apparatus
In order acheive the desired p enrichment, we needed some special feature of the p production process that would distinguish it from the bulk of interactions, and could then be the basis for a trigger. For the nearly forward p's of interest for the OPE model this feature was that the recoiling nucleon emerged from the interaction almost sideways from the projectile direction and moving slowly as shown schematically below in Fig. 4 . Since such a slow nucleon would move at only a few tenths of the speed of light, a delayed coincidence timed on these nucleons would discriminate against the bulk of ~rp interactions which would send faster particles toward the nucleon detector. A forward spectrometer to measure the p decay products completed the essential elements in the design as illustrated in Fig. 4 .
The kinematic range to be explored in this experiment can be seen in Fig. 5 , where the lab angle of the recoiling nucleon is plotted as a function of of its kinetic energy for various values of the dipion mass. The horizontal lines are the angular limits placed by our nucleon detector and the vertical lower limit on kinetic energy was set by the requirement that the nucleon have sufficient energy to trigger the detector. The point of the graph is that most of the p action in the one pion exchange model takes place at A 2 less than 0.4GeV 2 ( A2/m~ < 20 in Fig. 3b ), and in this kinematic region the recoiling nucleon could be detected in an essentially unbiased way. Our proposed setup exploiting this trigger is shown in Fig. 6 on the next page. Recoiling slow neutrons were to be detected by a large block of plastic scintillator, N, in veto with a thin scintillator, P, in front of it. Protons were to be detected as P OR N. The overall trigger was either a proton or neutron signal in delayed coincidence with an interacting beam particle.
The remaining features of the experiment can also be seen from Fig. 6 . Arrays of optical spark chambers would determine charged pion directions for most possible decay configurations of the rho. In addition, a large aperture magnet would give the momentum of a charged pion often enough to permit constrained fits for most of the p events. For the p-~ Ir+7r ° part of the experiment, a lead plate to convert the ~r ° decay gammas would be used to give sufficient information for a constrained fit when the It-did not go through the magnet. This then was our proposed method for studying p production and is pretty much what we eventually did. For the purposes of this discussion, I should emphasize the scale of size of the apparatus shown if Fig. 6 . The analyzing magnet was 16 feet wide and 4 feet long in the beam direction. The large spark chambers upstream of the magnet were 4 feet square while those downstream were 8 feet wide by 3 feet high. These were very large chambers compared with our earlier ones, and compared with those of most other experiments at the time. This change in scale caused us all kinds of problems as I will explain in a moment.
The proposal was for the 170 beam at the ZGS with a beam momentum of 5GeV. High beam momentum was good because the increased forward folding of p decay products in the lab gave us more charged particles through the analyzing magnet and because one pion exchange models were presumably more valid at high momentum. 5 GeV was a compromise between these considerations and not being hurt too much by the decrease in beam flux as momentum increased.
PREPARING FOR THE p EXPERIMENT We began to build the apparatus at the beginning of '65 at the same time that we submitted our proposal. The cast of characters working on this experiment at the start consisted of -Tris Coffin, Don Meyer and Kent Terwilliger ( faculty ); Noel Stanton ( post doc ); and Bob Anthony, Ed Meanley and Jim Rice ( graduate students ).
Most of our activity during the first year and a half of preparation was devoted to building the large spark chambers and making them work. Fig. 7 on the next page shows the chamber construction. The active elements were one mil aluminum foil stretched flat on aluminum frames. These frames were supported by slots machined in plexiglas frames. The chambers were activated by applying a pulse of about 10 kilovolts to alternate plates when a trigger signalled that an interaction of interest had taken place. This ideally leads to formation of a nice fat spark along the path of a charged particle as indicated in Fig. 7 . We very quickly encountered problems that had not been present in our previous experiments with small spark chambers.
The worst of these problems was the presence of reflections of spark light from the plexiglas frame on the side of the chambers farthest from the camera ( the bottom side in Fig. 7 ). These reflections were initially almost as bright as the spark itself and absolutely had to be eliminated before the chambers could be used in an experiment. We tried painting the rear plexiglas surfaces with a variety of black paints, but all of them caused sufficient sparking to occur along the painted surface that the chambers did not work properly. We eventually found a Dow Corning silicone rubber preparation that could be tinted dark and coated on plexiglas without causing breakdown. Unfortunately, this material was still shiny enough when it dried to cause reflections. It was then I-" Fig. 7 . Side view of a spark chamber. Sanded and tinted silicone rubber on the bottom frame was necessary to eliminate reflected spark light. Illuminated reference scratches permitted an accurate real to film space transformation in spite of large mirror distortions.
necessary to hand sand all of the silliconed surfaces to dull them enough that they could not reflect. As I remember, it took about a year to solve this problem. Fig. 7 also shows an end view of sets of scratches cut into the plexiglas frames. These were needed to solve another problem associated with large chambers as I now describe. Our spark chamber data was read out by using mirrors to reflect plan views and two side views of the chambers onto a single frame of 35 mm film as shown schematically in Fig. 8a . We had planned to relate real space to film space by including a small number of square luminescent fiducial panels of known position in each view. We discovered however that we could not keep our large mirrors flat, so that serious optical distortions were introduced into the relation between real space and film space. Since we already had the mirrors and could not afford to buy optically flat ones, we had to improvise a correction scheme. In order to correct for the distortions we installed a very extensive set of grid marks on all of the chamber faces. Fig. 8b shows one set of scratch marks for the top view and one of the side views of a chamber. We had to periodically illuminate these scratch marks and photograph them during the experiment to work out the transformation from film to real space with sufficient accuracy. Unfortunately, we did not know that this extensive set of scratches was needed when we were first building the chambers, so it was necessary to take them apart, put the scratches in, and then reassemble them.
There were other more minor problems that were new to us and that had to be solved during this period. Proper firing of the large chambers required much more charge delivered at high voltage than had been needed in our earlier experiments. This required the development of spark gaps to act as a high current switch. This was also our first experience with having to correlate a large amount of analog information, particularly times of flight, with spark chamber records that were on film. This was done by converting analog signals to binary form and than lighting luminescent panels that would be photographed with the chamber pictures. I remember being very relieved when Noel stanton joined us as a postdoc and took over the development of this system. This brings me to the point in our preparations for the p experiment where it had been approved and where the major components of the apparatus were under control. At about this time a new element was injected in our thinking when we realized that it would be possible to do another quite different experiment with the same apparatus; this was the backward N* experiment. Pressure to have such an alternative experiment had been building ever since Kent's return from sabbatical about six months earlier. In order to explain this pressure I will outline the historical sequence of events leading up to the N* proposal. There are two related points that can be seen from this outline. The first is that even though Kent had been a party to the initial p proposal, he was away on sabbatical during much of the detailed planning and construction. The second point is that the backward N* experiment was conceived, proposed and approved within a period of a month. This came about as follows.
When Kent returned from CERN, he soon made it clear that he had lost some of his enthusiasm for the p experiment. He was afraid that the experiment might not work, and that even if it did, it might not be as significant as we had hoped. I recall that he was particularly worried that spurious triggers from effects such as accidental coincidences between nucleon detector and beam halo might swamp the real events. This kind of effect is very difficult to estimate; you almost have to be in place in a beam to find out how bad it is. In any case, it was clear that Kent was thinking about alternatives to the p experiment throughout the winter and spring of 1966 while we were trying to get the the p apparatus to work. I don't remember any specific possible alternatives being mentioned until late June of 1966, when one appeared during a train ride from Ann Arbor to Chicago.
BACKWARD N* PROPOSAL A. History
In the 60's the best way to get from Ann Arbor to Argonne National Lab was by New York Central Train. You got the train right in Ann Arbor, had a nice dinner during the ride, and were met at Chicago's Lasalle Street station by a very respectful and deferential limousine driver who whisked you down to Argonne in about a half hour. The driver also entertained you by bringing you up to date on the latest gossip about other experimenters.
During such a trip to Argonne in early July, Kent asked me if I had any experiments in mind that I would like to do after the p experiment. I mentioned that I had been interested for some time in backward scattering of protons, and possible backward production of nucleon resonances. In the center of mass frame of a 7r-p interaction, this would appear schematically as in Fig. 9 below. N* Fig. 9 . Center of mass view of backward N* production. × = O P For reasons that I'll mention later, it seemed that this would be an interesting process to study, and that the kinematics were such that we could study it with essentially the same apparatus that we had built for the p experiment. Kent responded to this by saying that he had been thinking exactly the same thing. He then suggested that we propose it right away as an experiment to follow the p experiment. I remember this experience very vividly for several reasons. First, I was surprised that even though we were thinking along very similar lines, the subject had not come up sooner. The reason for this is probably that we had both been so concerned about our chamber problems that we weren't sure that we would be able to do any experiment at all. Having finally solved most of these problems, we felt free to think about the future. The second reason for my remembering this episode so well it that I was amazed by Kent's energy, and what seemed to me to be audacity. I still thought that the p experiment would work, but that it would be very demanding and would be all that we could handle in the immediate future. I had pictured a second experiment as taking place after some respectable interval, such as a year. I was somewhat appalled by the thought of running two long experiments right in a row.
In any case, by the time we reached Chicago, Kent had sketched out a proposal for the backward N* experiment, and I had recovered enough to go along with it. It is my recollection that Kent asked for and was granted a meeting with the ZGS program committee just a few days later, and that the experiment was approved several weeks after that. I believe that this was somewhat of a record for ZGS proposals.
This was a turning point in our approach to this set of experiments. Even though we subsequently ran the p experiment before the N* one, we analyzed the N* experiment first and generally gave it the most attention. Most of the rest of my remarks will concern this N* experiment. I will briefly discuss our reasons for suggesting it, the experimental run, analysis of data, and what we learned from it. I will make one comment on the p experiment at the end.
B. Motivation for the N* Experiment
There had been several experimental discoveries in the few years preceding our proposal that suggested that backward peaks might exist as a generM feature of strong reactions. One of these discoveries is illustrated in Fig. 10 ( next page ) , which shows differential cross sections for several of the final states in 7r+p reactions at 4 GeV. This data came from an experiment by a large European bubble chamber collaboration published 3 in 1965. For all of the states listed in Fig. 10 , there are large forward peaks and small backward peaks.
There was quite a bit information on backward elastic scattering from several experiments carried out at the ZGS by Michigan groups. 4'5 Fig. II ( two pages forward ) shows a combined energy and angle distribution for 7r-p elastic scattering near the backward direction. This data showed large energy and angle fluctuations at low momenta near 2 GeV, but seemed to suggest the onset of a sharp backward peak that varied smoothly with energy as energy increased. Several isolated measurements from higher energy CERN and Brookhaven experiments were consistent with this view.
In addition, there was a growing suspicion that the backward peak might be associated with baryon exchange. Barger and Cline 6 had recently interpreted the energy dependence of the backward data of Kormanyos et.al. 4 as being due to the interference between an amplitude due to direct channel resonances and a baryon exchange amplitude described by Regge theory. It was clear that more angular distributions in elastic scattering would be useful, and we wanted to study this, but we were most interested in looking for backward production of excited nucleon states. Our proposal was to explore the backward direction at a number of momenta between 2 and 6 GeV.
C. Trigger Scheme and Apparatus
We proposed to study the specific processes 7r-p ~ pTr--.~ N*+Tr-._., N*-yr+ , with the apparatus of Fig. 12 shown on the next page. The kinematics are very simple here. Since the projectile pion is lighter than the target proton, it will bounce backward in a head-on elastic collision, as a golf ball bounces back from a bowling ball. It turns out that the back scattered pion has a momentum of about 400 MeV, almost independent of the incoming beam momentum. As N* mass increases, more and more kinetic energy is converted to mass and the backward pion momentum decreases. If the magnet is tuned to give good momentum resolution on a 400 MeV pion, then momenta below about 200 MeV are not observable because they bend away too much. This translates into an N* mass range of about .94 to 2 GeV. The trigger is also simple. A coincidence signal indicating an incoming beam pion is delayed and put in coincidence with a signal indicating a backward moving pion. As I have already suggested, most of the apparatus needed here was the same as that required for the p experiment. This is essentially the proposal that Kent submitted to the ZGS program committee. I am indebted to Jim Rice for providing me with a copy of the cover letter that Kent sent with the proposal. I include it below to illustrate his style. As you can see, it is brief, crisp and clear, all general characteristics of his writing. The letter is addressed to Bob Sachs, the chairman of the ZGS program committee.
Dear Bob Enclosed are copies of our proposal to study backward peaks in ~'-p inelastic and elastic scattering. We have previously discussed this experiment briefly with the program committee as an extension to our present E-40 experiment. You requested that since some heavy equipment moving was necessary, we submit it as a separate proposal. For this experiment, we require 45 shifts, (extendible to 60) and one week tune up time at low beam. Two weeks of changeover time should be adequate.
RUNNING THE EXPERIMENTS
We ran the p experiment during the Fall of 1966, and the N* experiment during the winter of 1966. I will make a few remarks about the run, and show some photos, to give the flavor of the times.
The experiment was located in the 17 o beam of the ZGS. This was a standard long term setup and is the same one that we used in our 1965 experiment. 5 Fig. 13 on the next page shows the relationship between the ZGS ring, the beam magnets and our experiment. The scale of size is interesting. Even though it is miniscule by Fermilab standards, it nevertheless seemed big to us at the time. The main point to note about the beam for the purpose of my story is that Kent handled the beam tuning needed for our experiment. This was natural since he had a hand in the original design of the beam, and he was an expert on beam transport as you have seen in some of the other presentations. Our tuning turned out to be very tricky because of the nature of our target and reaction kinematics. For each of the 11 beam momenta in our experiment, it was necessary for Kent to spend several hours staring at monitor readouts and correction curves that he had prepared in advance. This was a highly intuitive process and could only be done quickly by someone with a lot of experience.
Photographs of the apparatus from several vantage points are displayed on the three pages following Fig. 13. Fig. 14 is the view from upstream looking at the most upstream ones of the backward pion scintillation counters. While this was logically a single counter, it was actually an OR of 14 separate large scintillators. The downstream end of the beam transport pipe is also clear in this view. 15 is a view looking down on the large 8 foot spark chambers that were just upstream of the analyzing magnet. The wall in the background was made of concrete blocks and served as a radiation shield. It was also a part of a light shield, together with an opaque plastic roof over the entire area shown, to keep room light out of the camera. The figure squatting in the foreground is the author, identifyable by the bald spot, probably in the act of stringing cables. Fig. 16 shows the entire apparatus downstream of the magnet. The liquid hydrogen target is visible between the two sets of 4 foot square spark chambers. At the bottom are the luminescent panels used to transmit frame number and analog data such as the time of flight of the backward pion.
Finally, Figs. 17 and 18 on the preceding page show the layout of the chambers as they appeared on film, and a photo of a backward N* event on the same scale as the layout.
The completion dates of the p and N* experiments are listed below together with the number of pictures taken in each. DATA ANALYSIS I will comment on our data analysis only to the extent that it illustrates the essential role that Kent played in all parts of the experiment.
Since we had several million pictures to analyze we knew from the start that we would need to use an automatic scanning system, and we hoped that the one inherited from our earlier elastic scattering experiment would suffice. This turned out not to be the case, and the reason was again related to the much larger size of our chambers in the present experiments.
The essential elements of our autoscanning setup are shown in Fig. 19a on the next page. A CRT beam was stepped across the tube face under computer control. The CRT spot was focussed on the film so that its image stepped across the film. When a dark spark image was encountered, the beam was interrupted, and the spark coordinate recorded. In our earlier scattering experiment, a straight line scan of the CRT spot could be made to move right along the center of a spark chamber gap so that a very simple computer control program sufficed. This did not work for the N* experiment essentially because we could not keep a straight line CRT scan in the center of a gap as illustrated in Fig. 19b . In this case, because of the large demagnification needed to fit the chamber images into 35 mm, a chamber gap on the film was only about 7 CRT spot sizes wide. Random rotations of the film as it was being clamped in place for each frame could cause the scan line to leave the chamber gap as indicated. To compensate for this, it was necessary, for each frame, to locate the fiducials, and then relative to these to create a scan path for the CRT that would keep the spot in the center of a chamber gap. In order to carry out these more complicated operations we needed a more powerful computer than was used in the earlier experiment. Kent took the lead in selecting an the appropriate computer, ordering it and making it work. Making it work was not a simple problem; it took several years to solve completely.
WHAT WE LEARNED FROM THE N* and p EXPERIMENTS Finally, I will address the question of what we learned from these experiments. For the purposes of this discussion, I think that is most interesting to see if our results had an impact on later work, and if so, what it was. I therefore asked our librarian, Jack Weigel, to do a literature search for references to our papers. The data base that he used went back only to 1974, several years after our publications, so the survey gives only a lower limit to the number of citations. I will present the results of the literature search shortly, but first I must mention how the topics in the N* experiment were divided up for theses and for publication.
Elastic scattering was one obvious topic and this was chosen by Ed Meanley. We did indeed find backward production of a particular N* resonance, the A(1236), I = 3, j _-23 resonance, as I will show in a moment. This topic was taken by Jim Rice. In addition, the continuum distribution of high mass states proved to be interesting and this was Bob Anthony's thesis. I must add also, that we were joined by another student, Lou Byerly, when the analysis of the N* experiment was well along, and he took on the p data which had not been touched until that point.
With this division of topics, the results of the literature search were as shown in the It is not surprising that the p experiment was not particularly popular. In the interval between conception and completion of our experiment, the era of large bubble chamber collaborations had begun. Of the two p final states studied in our experiment, p0 and p-, only for the latter did we have statistical power comparable to that of a number of bubble chamber experiments and only this channel was analyzed. T I will comment further only on backward A production. My remarks are intended to illustrate the kinds of analyses of strong reactions that were in favor in the late 60' and early 70's. In discussing Jim Rice's results I will incorporate some data from later experiments that cited ours.
As I mentioned above, we did see backward production of the 1236, (3, 3) A resonance in the reaction lr-p ---. A-Tr +. Before discussing the analysis of this reaction, I must add a bit of history to explain the variables that we used to describe our data.
In the few years between our proposal and the analysis of our results, the concept of baryon exchange as a mechanism for producing a backward peak had become well accepted. This was because of an apparently perfect correlation between the presence of substantial backward production and the presence of a diagram involving the exchange of a particle having the quantum numbers ( charge, isospin and strangeness ) of a known baryon, s Backward production of A-r + is then expected to go by exchange of either a neutron or a A °, while backward production of A + would go by exchange of a A ++ as illustrated in Fig. 20 below. 
A-A+ I
n, A i A** P P The variable that appears naturally in the discussion of these diagrams is the square of the four momentum transfer from incident to final baryon,
We actually used a variable u ~ defined by u' =_ u -uls00 = -2p~p*(1 + cos ~*) , where p~ and p* are initial and final center of mass momenta, and 0* is the center of mass production angle. The virtue of u as angle variable rather than 8" is that with u, one expects the shape of the differential cross section to vary slowly with beam momentum and this turns out to be true. Now, returning to A production, our data, as well as data from another experiment, is shown on the next three pages. Fig.  21 is an example of one of our mass distributions 9 for which the A-(1236) is clearly visible. Similar plots for the other A channel, ~-p ~ Al+236T'-, showed hints of a signal, but not enough for any interesting analysis.
Notice that in these mass plots, there is no clear A production for the smallest values of [u~l near the backward direction. We were therefore seeing a backward valley rather than a backward peak. This can be seen more clearly in the differential cross sections of Fig. 22 . which give da/du' vs u I. The straight lines are linear fits to the data and are of no particular interest. This data by itself would not be very useful. There is a valley, but what is it a valley in? Fortunately, bubble chamber data l°'n that covered essentiMly all angles, at the same beam momenta as our two lowest beam momenta, was available. Fig. 23 shows the differential cross section for lr-p ---, A-~ + at 2.7 GeV from one of these bubble chamber experiments n. There is indeed a backward peak and what we were seeing was a very sharp valley on the top of the peak. I will show this data plotted together with ours in a moment.
The references to our papers that I mentioned earlier were all from reports on later experiments 12,13,14 studying baryon exchange, most of them done at higher momenta than ours. These experimeats all have the same general character shown in Fig. 24 . In these experiments, events were triggered on very forward decay products of the A, and detectors surrounding the target permitted direction and momentum measurements on all the charged particles. I have taken some artistic liberty with this data by drawing the same freehand curve through all of the points. It seems very likely that this process exhibits essentially a fixed structure in u ~ at all beam momenta. The sharp backward valley is a rather unique effect in baryon exchange reactions.
I have noted on This is the value of u ~ that we chose in studying the energy dependence, and other later experimenters have used the same value. Fig. 26 shows such an energy dependence in da/du I at fixed u ~ for all of the data in Fig. 25 . In Fig. 26 , the energy variable is s, the square of the production frame center of mass energy. The power law fit gives an s -4 dependence. I have shown this graph primarily to illustrate the longevity of the study of baryon exchange. This graph comes from a 1982 paper by a Russian group at ITEP 14 who used a solid deuterium target surrounded by op- tical spark chambers to study the reaction 7r-n --* A°~r -. Their cross section cannot be compared directly with the others on the graph because their process involves a different combination of the allowed baryon exchange amplitudes, I = ~ and I = ½, than those needed for lr-p ---. A-It +. With special assumptions about these two amplitudes they infer a cross section for our process consistent with the trend of the other data.
I summarize this discussion of A production by remarking that it is a very nice effect that has yet to receive any serious theoretical study as nearly as I can tell. It seems unlikely that it ever will be given attention by theorists unless there is some new development in nonperturbative models of strong reactions.
Finally I note that whether or not the data from this experiment is ever interpreted theoretically, it generated considerable interest. It was fortunate for all of us that Kent took the forceful stand that he did on that train ride from Ann Arbor to Chicago because the p experiment turned out to be pretty pedestrian.
